IGSTC INDUSTRIAL FELLOWSHIPS

Industrial Exposure in Germany for Young Indian Researchers

The Indo-German Science & Technology Centre (IGSTC), a joint initiative by the Department of Science and Technology (DST), Government of India, and the Federal Ministry of Education and Research (BMBF), Government of Germany invites applications for availing Industrial Fellowships to encourage young Indian researchers towards applied research at an industrial setup in Germany.

FELLOWSHIP DETAILS

**PhD Industrial Exposure Fellowship (PIEF)**
- **Eligibility Criteria:**
  - Pursuing and completed one year of PhD in Science/Engineering
  - Age Limit: 30 years
- **Duration:** 3 to 6 months
- **Funding:** Stipend of € 1500 per month + travel, visa and medical insurance

**Post Doctoral Industrial Fellowship (PDIF)**
- **Eligibility Criteria:**
  - PhD awarded within last 3 years in Science/Engineering
  - Age Limit: 35 years
- **Duration:** 6 to 12 months
- **Funding:** Stipend of € 2500 per month + travel, visa and medical insurance

APPLICATION SUBMISSION: 1st FEBRUARY - 31st MARCH 2022

**To Apply:** www.igstc.org  
**Queries:** industrial.fellowship@igstc.org

Contact:  
- +91-1244929400  
- @INDOGSTC  
- IGSTC.IndoGerman  
- company/igstc